Introduction
The primary task in engineering system design is to find the optimal solution by balancing the contradictory multidisciplinary requirements and the system performances. Reliability-based design optimization (RBDO) uses probability theory to explicitly take uncertainties associated with future excitations and system modelling into account, making it a unified and sound tool for aerospace and civil system design [1] .
Roughly speaking RBDO is an optimization framework that incorporates reliability constraints. Here we denote a reliability constraint as ( ) ≤ [ ] where is a vector of design variables, ( ) is the failure probability function (FPF) and [ ] is the allowable failure probability. That is, for a specific design configuration, the failure probability of its corresponding system should not exceed the allowable failure probability for a failure event . Unfortunately, evaluation of reliability constraints is a daunting challenge due to the computational burden imposed by calculation of failure probability, particularly when complex numerical models are involved.
Over the last decade there has been considerable research efforts on proposing RBDO methods; here we describe two common ones. The first is an intuitive double-loop approach [2] [3] [4] that integrates reliability assessments into conventional deterministic optimization procedure. The second approach is to replace reliability constraints with deterministic constraints by approximating FPFs, thus decoupling reliability assessments from the optimization loop. Early efforts [5] [6] [7] [8] restrict the class of FPFs to parametric functions, for instance, linear functions [6] [7] [8] or quadratic functions [5] . An obvious drawback of parametric functions is that if the underlying FPF cannot be not well modelled by a certain class of functions, then errors will be excessively large.
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In this paper, we presented a novel method for approximating FPFs via density estimation. As pointed out by Au [9] , approximation of FPFs can be described as a problem of density estimation. This paper is intended to show how the density function of failure samples can be accurately estimated by partitioning the design space, even for the small failure probability region.
Relation of the failure probability function and density function
Now consider an engineering system involving deterministic design variables = [φ 1 , ⋯ , φ φ ] ⊂ ℝ and random variables = [Θ 1 , ⋯ , Θ ] ⊂ ℝ . In the augmented space Ω ⊂ ℝ + [9] , design variables are artificially considered as random variables normally characterized by a uniform distribution ( ) supported on the ranges of , then based on Bayes' Theorem the FPF can be expressed as
As given in Equation (1), the FPF ( ) is proportional to the density function ( | ) as both ( ) and ( ) are constants. This relationship is illustrated in Figure 1 . Notice that ( ) is rather the failure probability of the original system but the 'augmented' system after introducing artificial random variables.
To approximate the FPF, we first estimate ( ) using direct Monte Carlo Simulation (dMCS) or Subset Simulation (SS). As a byproduct of this 'pilot simulation', a set of failure samples
{[
(1) , (1) ], ⋯ , [ ( ) , ( ) ]} will be generated and its design component { (1) , ⋯ , ( ) } are samples following ( | ) as shown in Figure 1 . Then, the density function ( | ) is estimated based on simulated samples, which is the core part of the proposed method and will be discussed in detail in the next section. Finally, we scale ( | ) to obtain the FPF as suggested by Equation (1).
Figure 1: Estimated density function and the corresponding failure probability function

Iterative density estimation in partitioned design space
In this section, we will focus our attention on density estimation of ( | ) based on a finite number of samples. Histogram and kernel density estimation (KDE) are arguably the most prevalent techniques in engineering. But the application of histogram has been restricted to onedimension case; KDE has long been criticized for its sensitivity to the choice of bandwidth and kernel types. Another issue is that as shown in Figure 1 , most samples are scattering over the high density region rather than the low density region that we are interested in, resulting in large estimation errors.
We start with the detailed description of the proposed iterative scheme for density estimation in Section 3.1. In each iteration, failure samples are propagated from the high density region to low density region, and the density is estimated accordingly in the partitioned design space. We present how failure samples lying in a specific region are generated using Markov Chain Monte Carlo techniques in Section 3.2. We continue in Section 3.3 with Bayesian Sequential Partitioning (BSP) [10] to construct a piece-wise constant density estimator for each region, which will be smoothed by regression functions in Section 3.4.
An iterative scheme
The iterative scheme is illustrated in Figure 2 for a 2-d design space. In the pilot run, design component of failure samples { (1) , ⋯ , ( ) } (for brevity, they are referred to as samples hereafter) are simulated over the entire design space 0 ; then we use BSP to construct a piece-wise density estimator ̂0( | ) based on these samples. As the accuracy of the estimator is poor in the low density region, one should update the estimator in the following iterations. We define the low density region as 1 = { |̂0( | ) < 0 * } ⊂ 0 where 0 * is the partition density value for the pilot run. In this way, the initial design space is partitioned into two parts, i.e., high density region 1 and low density region 1 . In iteration , we start with simulating more samples in the low density region . Notice from Figure 2 that additional samples can be sampled based on samples from previous simulation. We will discuss the sampler later in Section 3.2. Similarly, we partition the into +1 and +1 after obtaining ̂( | ). The iteration process continues until the stopping criteria is satisfied. Ultimately, after iterations, the initial design space is partitioned into + 2 mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive regions 0 = 1 ∪ ⋯ ∪ +1 ∪ +1 .
By the Total Probability Theorem, the density function can be expressed as
Recall that in iteration , +1 is defined as the low density region. So the ratio of probability of samples lying in +1 and is given by
Then,
Either the value of the partition density value * or the probability ratio * can be assigned by users. Figure 2 : An iterative scheme for density estimation
The sampler for failure sample generation
At the beginning of each iteration, additional samples following ( | ) should be simulated for density estimation over . We use modified Metropolis-Hastings (MMH) algorithm, a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) [11] algorithm, for obtaining a sequence of samples from our target distribution ( | ).
Bayesian Sequential Partitioning
Unlike regular partitioning in conventional histogram, in BSP the resulting density estimators are supported by binary partitions of the space of interest.
For brevity, we denote the space of interest as , samples { Assume that the prior of a partition is proportional to − , its posterior distribution given samples { } is given by [10] ( |{ }) ∝ − ( 1 + , ⋯ , + ) ( , ⋯ , ) ∏ 1 | | =1 (5) where is a constant parameter for a Dirichlet distribution, (•) is a Beta function, and is the number of samples in . The partitions are simulated using Sequential Importance Sampling [12] through generating a binary cut at each level as illustrated in Figure 3 . Partitions by BSP are data-adaptive, making its computation complexity linear to the sample size and sample dimension. Additionally, unlike to kernel density estimation, which suffers from the well-known 'boundary bias' problem, BSP will not introduce the boundary bias even when complex boundaries are involved.
Smoothing using regression functions
As BSP only gives piece-wise constant estimators, the density values for adjacent subspaces are discontinuous. But in some applications, such as design sensitivity analysis, the property of continuity is preferred.
To smooth the piece-wise constant estimator, we combine the support points obtained from the high density regions with appropriate regression functions. As shown in Figure 4 , centers of each rectangle in the high density region are considered as support points and their corresponding density values are calculated using BSP described in Section 3.3. A wide range of parametric or nonparametric regression functions [13] can be chosen, including Gaussian processes, neural networks, moving least squares, etc. Choosing a regression function for a particular problem requires the comparison of functions within a particular family and across different function families, typically referred to as a model selection problem. Model selection is beyond the scope of this paper.
An illustrative example
In this section, we apply the proposed DOPADS to an artificial RBDO problem of a cantilever beam. This example is intended to illustrate strengths of the proposed method in approximating nonlinear FPFs.
Description
Consider a cantilever box beam shown in Figure 5 . The length of the beam is 500 . Model parameters are taken as random variables, i.e., = [ , ℎ, , , ] where , ℎ, and are the width, height and thickness of the cross section respectively, is the density and is Young's modulus. We take the mean values of width ̅ and the height ℎ ̅ as design variables, i.e., = [ ̅ , ℎ ̅ ]. The intervals of design variables and statistic characteristics of random variables are summarized in Table 1 .
Our objective is to minimize the mean cross-sectional area of the beam. In the reliability constraint, the failure event is defined as the first natural frequency 1 falling into the frequency interval that should be avoided, i.e., 550 ≤ 1 ( , ) ≤ 600 ( / ). 
Approximated failure probability function
After the pilot run and three iterations, the stopping criteron was satisfied as the corresponding failure probability of partition density value 3 * in the third iteration is smaller than the failure probability we are interested in, i.e., 10 −4 . As shown in Figure 6 , the initial design space was ultimately partitioned into five subspaces from high density regions to low density regions. In each subspace, density values of support points were calculated. We used Gaussion processes as a regression function to fit the density function and scaled it to obtain the FPF based on Equation (1). The result was compared with that using direct Monte Carlo Simulation (dMCS). That is, we uniformly meshed the design spaced into a grid of 21 by 21, then calculated the failure probability for each gridpoint. As shown in Figure 7 , FPFs using these two methods are consistent with each other, indicating a good accuracy of the proposed method. The approximated function provides insights to various RBDO problems including sensitivity analysis and feasible region identification. For instance, the gradient of the approximated function can be plotted as shown in Figure 8 . 
Optimal solutions
Deterministic nonlinear optimization was used after approximating FPFs. Optimal solutions are summarized in Table 2 for three cases with different allowable failure probabilities [ ] = 0.01, 10 −3 , 10 −4 . The efficiency of the proposed method can be measured by the total number of model performance evaluations. In this example, it requires a total number of 36000 evaluations in the proposed method and 5.68×10 7 for dMCS. The proposed method is efficient compared to exhaustively performing dMCS for each gridpoint while optimal solutions stay close as shown in Table 2 . Note that with FPFs at hand, we are not bothered to redo the reliability analysis when the allowable failure probabilities are changed by decision makers. 
